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VLADIMIR N. NASTICH∗ 
PERSIAN LEGENDS ON ISLAMIC COINS: 
FROM TRADITIONAL ARABIC TO THE CHALLENGE OF LEADERSHIP 
The tradition of placing Persian inscriptions on Islamic coins goes back to the 
middle of the 7th century AD, namely the time of the “righteous” caliphs 
‛Uthman and ‛Ali, when silver and copper coins struck in the eastern 
provinces of the recently established Arab caliphate copied the widespread 
Sasanian types provided with new legends in Pahlavi script. The names of 
Arab governors and other officials placed on the coins were reproduced in 
Middle Persian; the caliph’s title نÎÄ¿ÛÀ»A jÎ¿A amīr al-mu’minīn, ‘commander of 
the faithful’, was first engraved on the coins in Pahlavi (admittedly mixed 
with Arabic) – ’myl y wylwyšnyk’n amīr-i virōišnīkān (fig. 1)
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, and even the 
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 A great number of references could be mentioned in this connection; used here are the 
earliest and likely the latest (and most informative) ones: FR. SPIEGEL, Grammatik der Huzvâresh-
Sprache, Wien–Leipzig 1856, p. 182–183; A.I. KOLESNIKOV, Denežnoe xoziaystvo v Irane v VII veke 
[The Monetary Economy of Iran in the 7th century], Moscow 1998, pp. 172, 189, 205, 262 sq., 
348, 358, 394. Image source of Fig. 1: ZENO.RU – Oriental Coins Database <www.zeno.ru>, no. 
38827. Here I am taking a pleasant opportunity to express my special thanks to Dr. Vladimir A. 
Belyaev for the design, construction and professional maintenance of ZENO.RU – Oriental Coins 
Database, an ever-growing international website of oriental numismatics, nowadays exceeding 
75,000 standard postings (separate coins, related items and a lot of valuable attendant 
information). Apropos, eight of the 12 images used in my paper, along with a good deal of 
reference matter, have been borrowed from ZENO – Islamic.  




shahādah (Muslim creed or symbol of faith) made its initial appearance on the Sistani 
Zubayrid Arab-Sasanian drachms in 72AH/691–92AD translated into Pahlavi
2
.  
However, this practice was soon discontinued as the “purely” Islamic coins 
were introduced by the Umayyad caliph ‛Abd al-Malik by the very end of the 
7th century AD. The new caliphal coinage, intended to replace the Arab-
Sasanian, Arab-Byzantine and other hybrid types, was emphatically suited for 
the dogmatic requirements of the Muslim state: the “Kufic” dinars and 
dirhams were devoid of any images, just with a simple ornamental setting, 
and designed with Arabic legends which, alongside the language itself, would 
henceforth become an obligatory element of coin design consecrated by 
Islamic common law. Nevertheless, even a few rare exceptions from this rule 
can be good evidence of the fact that Arabic was not the only language used 
on Umayyad coins, even after ‛Abd al-Malik’s reforms, not to mention the 
later coinages of some other Muslim dynasties
3
. Although the Iranian types 
continued in local use for a long while afterwards
4
, the Kufic coinage soon 
became predominant and finally replaced the old style coinages altogether 
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 MALEK IRADJ MOCHIRI, “A Pahlavi Forerunner of the Umayyad Reformed Coinage”, in Journal 
of the Royal Asiatic Society, 2, 1982, p. 169–172. I would like to express my cordial thanks to Dr. 
Luke Treadwell for this and some other important references, together with his kind consent 
to look through the draft of this article and a few valuable remarks, most of which are 
properly realized in the text. 
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Meanwhile, a few cases of the use of Pahlavi inscriptions on the “purely” Islamic donative 
coins and medals are known for the considerably later period, namely in the Buwayhid 
coinage (MEHDI BAHRAMI, “A Gold Medal in the Freer Gallery of Art”, in Archaeologica Orientalia in 
Memoriam Ernst Herzfeld, ed. by George C. Miles, Locust Valley, N.Y. 1952, p. 5–10; LUTZ ILISCH, 
“Münzgeschenke und Geschenkmünzen in der mittelalterlichen islamischen Welt”, in 
Münstersche Numismatische Zeitung, XIV, 3, 1984, S. 32–33, nos. 19–22; ROBERT GÖBL, “Medaillen 
des islamischen Mittelalters und ihr Formenkreis”, in Litterae Numismaticae Vindobonensis 3, 
1987, S. 265–287, pl. 39), and also under the Samanids (a silver donative of Mansur b. Nuh in 
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford). My heartfelt gratitude to Dr. Lutz Ilisch for this 
communication in his personal e-mail from January 7, 2009. 
4 
The so-called ‘Bukharkhuda’ drachms, or dirhams of several successive types, designed 
after the Sasanian figurative coinage from the time of Varahran V (420–438) and supplied in 
series with Pahlavi, Bukharan and finally Arabic inscriptions, were fabricated in Transoxiania 
(Central Asia) till the early Qarakhanid period and used reportedly as late as the middle of the 
12th century. See: L. TREADWELL, “The Monetary History of the Bukharkhuda Dirham («Black 
Dirham») in Samanid Transoxiania (204–395/819–1005)”, in ONS Journal, 193, Autumn 2007, 
Supplement, p. 24–39.  
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throughout the enormous caliphate from northern India to Andalusia as well 
as in some lands beyond its bounds. On the other hand, it was the vast 
expansion of the Arab realm far towards the east that had caused the 
permanent use of Persian words on Islamic coins ‒ first of all numerous mint 
names, mentions of local functionaries and separate popular words. 
KHORASAN  
The Umayyad and ‛Abbasid coinage of Khorasan has preserved a great 
number of urban and regional toponyms of Persian origin, going far back to 
the pre-Islamic times: gBJ³jIA Abarqubāð, jÈqjIA Abaršahr, ÆBVÎIigE Āðarbāyjān 
(ancient Aturpatakan; Greek: Ατροπατήνη), ÉIAifÃA Andarābah, ÊjajÎqeiA 
Ardašīr Xurra
5
, ÆBrafI Badaxšān, c¼I Balx, gBJ´¿lI Bazmqubāð, gBJ´ÈI 
Behqubāð, ejVIie Darabjird (= Darabgerd), ÆBnÎ¿ Oqe Dašt-e Maysān, ÆAhÀÇ 
Hamaðān (ancient Haŋmatana or Ecbatana), ÑAjÇ (later PAjÇ) Herāt (ancient 
Haraiva; Greek: Αρεία), ÆBÈJuA Iṣbahān (later ÆBÈ°uA Iṣfahān), jbñuA Iṣṭaxr 
(=Stakhr), ÓU Jayy, ÆBUjU Jurjān (Gurgan, Gorgan), l¿jÇ eBq[Ë]jna Xusra[w]šād 
Hormuz, ÆB¿j· Kirmān (Kerman), Ëj¿ Marw (Merv), iÌIBnÎÃ Naysābūr (=iÌ‚BrÎÃ 
Nishapur), jÎÈVÄI Panjhīr, l¿jÇ ÂAi Rām Hormuz (or l¿jÈ¿Ai Rāmhormuz), Ôi 
Rayy (or Ray / Rey; ancient Rhagae), iÌIBm Sābūr (=iÌ‚ ÊBq or iÌƒÇBq , one of 
perhaps a dozen of ancient towns once named Šāhpūr), oajm Saraxs, kAjÎq 
Šīrāz, ÆBNnVm Sijistān (ancient Sakastana), ÆBNmjJ Ṭabaristān, WÃik Zaranj 
(ancient Zṛnka; Greek: ∆ραγγιανή), and many others. 
The ‛Abbasid period witnessed the introduction and widespread use of 
Persian epithet \ä (= modern Persian ÉI beh, literally ‘good, fine; legal; 
regular’) – a specific “quality mark”, evidently intended to confirm the 
legality, high fineness and reliability of the coins. From 148/765–66 on, this 
epithet (mostly separate, but often doubled ‒ \ä\ä) was regularly placed on 
silver dirhams and some copper falses throughout the caliphate, including its 
African provinces where Persian had never been in use (fig. 2)
6
. 
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 Here and elsewhere (including footnote references), the letter x is used for the Latin 
transcription of Arabic d [ḫ] and Russian ‘x’ [kh].  
6
 See e.g.: Nicholas Lowick, Early ‛Abbasid Coinage: A Type Corpus. 132–218 H / AD 750–833 
[a preprint; ed. by Elisabeth Savage], London 1996, p. 44 sq., 428. Image source: 
<www.zeno.ru>, no. 9272. See also various postings in a few directories beginning with “al-
Mansur” and in “Copper coinage”: <www.zeno.ru/showgallery.php?cat=543>. 




Further evidence of the use of Persian vocabulary on Islamic coins, 
although rather infrequent, is observed in the coinage of the eastern 
provinces during the 9th–11th centuries, governed by local Muslim dynasties, 
mostly of Iranian origin, either semi-dependent or autonomous: such were 
the Bawandids and Ziyarids (Tabaristan, Jurjan), Buwayhids (Iraq and 
southern Persia, including the capital of the caliphate), Jastanids, 
Hasanwayhids, Kakwayhids (central and western Iran), Sajids and Sallarids 
(Azerbaijan, Armenia). The rulers’ personal names, very often of ancient 
Persian derivation, were placed on coins of standard Islamic appearance in 
the Arabic script: iBVÄ¼· ÌIA Abū Kalinjār (or iBVÎ¼· Kalījār?), ÅÎr¯A Afšīn, 
ÆAËjÎqÌÃA Anūšīrwān, ÂjÈI Bahram (or ÂAjÈI Bahrām), iBÎNbI Baxtiyār, ÆÌNnI 
Bisutūn, ÉÍÌI Buwayh, eAeÌÍe Dīwdād; iAlÄÀqe Dušmanzār, kj¿Aj¯ Farāmurz, KmBqj· 
Geršāsp, ÆBNnU Jastān, ÉÍÌ·B· Kākwayh, j¸Ä» Langar, XËAej¿ Mardāwij, ÆBIkj¿ 
Marz[u]bān, jÈ†ÌÄ¿ Manūčehr (or Minūčihr), pÌIB³ Qābūs, ÁNmi Rustam, iBÍjÈq 
Šahriyār, ÆAh¿jq Šarmaðān, ÅÍËjq Šarwīn, ¾gjq Širðil, ÆAfnÇË Wahsudān, ÁÈNqË 
Wištahm, jÎ¸ÀqË Wušmagīr, Ëjna Xusraw, kËjÎ¯ Ëjna Xusraw Fīrūz, ÆBNnU 
Jastān, ÉÍÌ·B· Kākwayh, j¸Ä» Langar, XËAej¿ Mardāwij, ÆBIkj¿ Marz[u]bān, 
jÈ†ÌÄ¿ Manūčehr (or Minūčihr), pÌIB³ Qābūs, ÁNmi Rustam, iBÍjÈq Šahriyār, 
ÆAh¿jq Šarmaðān, ÅÍËjq Šarwīn, ¾gjq Širðil, ÆAfnÇË Wahsudān, ÁÈNqË 
Wištahm, jÎ¸ÀqË Wušmagīr. 
Taking into account the fact that non-Arab converts to Islam should have 
been given new names from the Arab-Muslim onomasticon, such a plethora of 
non-Islamic names looks rather like a doctrinal revolt, especially in the 
context of an ever-weakening central power and the simultaneous rise of 
disruptive polities in the marginal domains of the Arab Empire. In my 
opinion, this curious fact could reflect the religious orientation of its 
representatives: it is no secret that most (if not all) of those dynasties 
belonged to the Shi‛ite school that could be a reason for some of them to have 
refused the adoption of traditional Arab-Islamic proper names and in that 
way to keep aloof from the Sunnite tradition predominating in the other 
parts of the caliphate. 
Later, in the 11th – early 13th centuries, a number of new states emerged 
in Muslim Asia, ruled by the sovereigns of Turk origin
7
 who were striving to 
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 Here and below I use three different adjectives for the ethnicon ‘Turk’, intending its 
variable semantic content. Namely ‘Turkic’, as I see it, must belong mainly to the language, 
while the adjective ‘Turk’ should serve a definition for persons, tribe(s) or the whole ethno-
linguistic entity, whose spoken dialect(s) belonged to the Turkic “language family”. As to 
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demonstrate the legitimacy of their power, and for that purpose also 
conferred on themselves Persian names (in particular, those of the mythical 
Kayanid kings of ancient Iran) – such as eiËB³ Qāwurd, ÊBrÃAiÌM Tūrānšāh, 
ÊBrÃAjÍA Īrānšāh and ÊBr¿jÈI Bahramšāh for the Seljuqs of Kerman; ÊBrÃBÈU 
Jahānšāh, ËjnbÎ· Kayxusraw, pÚB¸Î· Kaykā’us, gBJ´Î· Kayqubāð and tËBÎm 
Siyāwuš – Rum Seljuqs of Asia Minor; ÆAÌ¼È‚ ÆBÈU Jahān Pahlawān ‒ Ildegizids in 
Azerbaijan; KmAiAlÇ Hazārāsp, LBÎmAj¯A Afrāsiyāb, ¹ÄqÌÇ Hūšang – Hazaraspids 
in Luristan; iÜBm Sālār, kjJÍj¯ Farīburz, jÈ†ÌÄ¿ Manūčehr, ÆËfÍj¯A Afrīdūn, ÆBNnaA 
Axsitān, ÊBrÄÇBq Šāhanšāh, eAlaj¯ Farruxzād, KmBqj· Geršāsp – Khaqanids in 
Shirvan; eAlaj¯ Farruxzād, ÊBr¿jÈI Bahramšāh, ÊBqËjna Xusrawšāh – Ghaznavids 
in Afghanistan, and perhaps a few more. All of these names were abundantly 
present on the coins of the regions under review, some of them later 
becoming permanently established in the Turkic onomasticon. 
Apart from toponyms and proper names, high-ranking titles of Persian 
origin are often encountered on the coins of various dynasties in pre-Mongol 
Asia, including some whose origin was not ethnically linked with the Iranian 
community – such as Turk dynasties like the Great Seljuqs, Qarakhanids, 
Anushteginids, which often used the title ÊBq šāh and its derivatives – ÊBqeB‚ 
pādšāh, ÊBrÄÇBq šāhanšāh, ÊBr¿kiAÌa x
w
ārezmšāh, ÊBrÃAËjÎq šīrwānšāh, side by 
side with traditional Arabic jÎ¿A amīr, ¹¼¿ malik, ÆBñ¼m sulṭān and Turkic ÆBa 
xān, ÅÎ¸M tegīn. 
                                                                                                                                                                   
 
 
‘Turkish’, in my opinion, it can be attached both to the certain nation and to its native 
language, but mostly for Turkey as a country or a state (Ottoman Empire and modern Turkey). 
Actually almost the same is the case with the adjectives ‘Arab’, ‘Arabian’ and ‘Arabic’ ‒ 
applying respectively to the person(s) / people (Arabs), land (Arabia) and language. Therefore, 
if the meaning difference between ‘Turk’, ‘Turkic’ and ‘Turkish’ will be somehow perceptible 
for readers, I would prefer considering the former two terms as more comprehensive, leaving 
the latter one for Turkey alone. 





It is interesting to note that Persian names and terms are virtually absent 
from the coins of Samanid amirs of the 9–10th centuries ‒ a dynasty of 
definitely Iranian filiation; besides common Arab Islamic proper names, there 
are local toponyms (mint names) and the above-mentioned “quality mark” \I 
beh; the only incontestably Iranian name, ÂAjÈI Bahrām, is encountered on the 
bronze coins (falses) of Khujandah (Khojend) at the very end of the 10th 
century (fig. 3)
8
. One may assume here an enduring influence of the “Kufic” 
tradition based on Sunni doctrine (implying the overall coin design, Arabic 
language and script, presence of Koranic quotations and other Muslim 
sentences). However, the Qarakhanid Turks who took their place on the 
political map of Central Asia felt much less restricted by Islamic tradition 
regarding the composition of coin types and the linguistic arrangement of 
coin legends. In essence, it was in the Qarakhanid period (from late 10th till 
early 13th centuries) when the crucial deviation from the canonical form of 
Islamic coins began. Nevertheless, the majority of coin legends engraved in 
different Arabic handwriting styles remained Arabic in the grammatical sense 
for a long time. 
Alongside the use of native Turkic titles and names, a number of Persian 
terms are found on the Qarakhanid coins: ÆB´Çe dihqān, [Ê]BqeB‚ pādšā[h], ÆAÌ¼È‚ 
pahlawān (in the expression ¶jr»A ÆAÌ¼È‚ Pahlawān al-Šarq ‘Knight of the East’)
9
, 
as well as the above-mentioned ÊBq šāh and ÊBrÄÇBq šāhanšāh; proper names 
BÎ· Kiyā, ºjÎ¿ Mīrak, iÜBm Sālār. Some “surnames” (Arab. nisbah or taxalluṣ) of 
Persian origin, such as ÔkAi Rāzī, ÓÃBÄÀm Semnānī, ÔËjÇ Harawī, ÔeAelÍ Yazdādī, 
were placed on the coins without the Arabic article»A al-, which is also 
characteristic for the Samanid coinage (ÓUBm Sājī, ÓmiB¯ Fārisī). The lack of 
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 Image source: author’s private collection (2.90 g, 25 mm). See also: <www.zeno.ru>, 
no. 25145 and a few more similar items on “Nuh b. Mansur, AH 366–387 » AE fals”, page 4. 
9
 B.D. KOČNEV, “Svod nadpisey na karaxanidskix monetax: antroponimï i titulatura (čast’ 
2)” [A Corpus of Inscriptions on the Qarakhanid Coins: Anthroponyms and Titles (Part 2)], in 
Vostočnoe istoričeskoe istočnikovedenie i special'nïe istoričeskie disciplinï, issue 5, Moscow 1997, pp. 
260, 298; Idem, Numizmatičeskaia istoriia Karaxanidskogo kaganata (991–1209 gg.) [The Numismatic 
History of the Qarakhanid Kaghanate, 991–1209], Part I. Numismatic Investigation, Moscow 
2006, pp. 31, 138. 
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the definite article before the nisbah, a very rare exception in Arabic, is rather 
common for Persian. 
The following case, although unique so far, signifies the active intrusion of 
Persian even into such an official and highly regulated field as Islamic coin 
protocol, where Arabic had been absolutely dominant. A long pious 
expression placed on an undated copper dirham of Tughril Khan Husayn b. 
Hasan from al-Ūzjand (Fergana, prior to 559/1163–64)
10
 was composed in 
Persian, though not without Arabic influence (namely in the lexical junction 
ÉÀmA juBÃ where a manifest interlingual contamination is observed): 
O»ËeË ÊBUË if´I ÉÀmA juBÃ elÍA pBƒm 
sepās-e īzad-e nāṣir-e ismihi (!) ba-qadr-o jāh-o dawlat 




In this connection, it is worth referring to the historical inscriptions on 
two Qarakhanid mausoleums in Fergana, namely the prominent “Shah Fazil” 
built prior to 451/1059–60 for Ilig Muhammad b. Nasr and his son ‛Abbas
12
, 
and the tomb of Tughril Khan Husayn erected after 547/1152
13
. Whereas most 
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 A group of these very rare coins is preserved in the State Hermitage coin collection; 
see: A. MARKOV, Inventarnïy Katalog Musul'manskix Monet Imperatorskago Ermitaža, St.Petersburg 
1896, p. 281–282, nos. 546–553. Unfortunately, I had no chance to obtain the images of these 
most interesting copper dirhams on account of the inaccessibility of Russian museums due to 
long-protracted official inspections. 
11
 B.D. KOČNEV, Numizmatičeskaia istoriia Karaxanidskogo kaganata, p. 54–55. 
12
 V.N. NASTIČ, B.D. KOČNEV, “K atribucii mavzoleia Šax-Fazil: ĕpigrafičeskie i 
numizmatičeskie dannïe [Towards the Attribution of the Shah Fazil Mausoleum According to 
Epigraphic and Numismatic Data]”, in Epigrafika Vostoka, XXIV, Leningrad 1988, p. 76; V. N. 
NASTICH, “A New Glance at the Attribution of Shah Fazil (Ferghana)”, in Islamic Art Resources in 
Central Asia and Eastern and Central Europe [Proceedings of the Fifth International Seminar for 
Islamic Art and Architecture, Āl al-Bayt University, Mafraq, Kingdom of Jordan, 19–24 April 
1996], Mafraq 2000, p. 45–49. 
13
 A.IU. IAKUBOVSKIY, “Dve nadpisi na Severnom mavzolee 1152 g. v Uzgende [Two 
Inscriptions on the Northern Mausoleum <dated> 1152AD in Uzgend]”, in Epigrafika Vostoka, I, 
Moscow–Leningrad 1947, p. 27–32. 




of the monuments of medieval Islamic architecture (including those in Iran 
and Central Asia proper) were adorned with Arabic quotations and sentences 
alone, these two mausoleums evidently display an unconditional preference 
for Persian
14
. Besides, it is well known that Qarakhanid court panegyrists 
wrote eulogies for their patrons in verses composed in Persian, not to 
mention some prose works presented to the khans and rare juridical 
documents that have survived from that epoch written in the same language. 
Therefore the coin legends, in their turn, bear witness to the active 
penetration of Persian into different spheres of activity, including even 
religious and ceremonial use, which had always been traditionally fulfilled by 
Arabic, and show which language was in everyday use among the subjects of 
the Turk sovereigns. However, according to authoritative sources, namely 
Ta’rīx-e Buxārā by Muhammad Narshakhi (ca. 899–959AD), such penetration 
could have commenced much earlier
15
. 
The list of Islamic coins with Persian legends struck in the 13th century 
begins with broad-flan anonymous copper dirhams of al-Ūzjand dated 
610/1213–14, which I have called the “starvation dirhams”; these bear a 
highly unusual Persian couplet: 
e/Ìq jÎm ÉÄm/j· OÍÜË BM /¾Bm iAlÇ e/jI tjÀ§ ÆBa /ÆBÃBa 
xānān xān ‛umraš barad hazār sāl tā walāyat-e gurusnah sīr šawad 
                                                                
 
14
 To these perhaps should be added the Rabat (Ribat)-i Malik near Kermine (modern 
Navoi), also decorated with Persian inscriptions on its façade, newly identified as 
“caravanserai” built by the order of Qarakhanid Shams al-Mulk Nasr b. Ibrahim and dated 
about 471/1078–79; see: B.D. KOČNEV, “Ob atribucii Rabat-i Malika [On the Attribution of Rabat-i 
Malik]”, in O’zbekiston moddiy madaniyati tarixi, 32, Toshkent 2001, p. 195–198. 
15
 ‘My impression is that Qutayba introduced Persian as the language of worship in the 
mosque he built in Bukhara because the Sogdians knew more Persian than Arabic. Narshakhi 
plainly states that Persian was used in prayer, while Sogdian was used to indicate to the 
congregation whether they should bow or prostrate themselves. Furthermore there is a 
substantial discussion of the permissibility of using Persian in ṣalāt (prayer) in the Hanafi legal 
literature, suggesting that this was a debated topic from the 9th century onwards’. (Dr. Luke 
Treadwell’s remark in a personal e-mail from December 7, 2008). 
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‘May the Khan of Khans live a thousand years, until the starving domain 
is satiated’ (fig. 4)
16
. 
Since the nameless xānān xān (which is an exact calque of šāhanšāh using 
the Turkic title by means of Persian morphology) was definitely neither a 
Qarakhanid nor a Khwarezmshah, we can only assume that he was the 
Qarakhitay Gurkhan, while the real issuer of this emergency coin must have 
been Küchlük, khan of the Naiman (a western Mongol tribe) who had invaded 
the Qarakhitay domain. He proclaimed himself the Gurkhan’s vassal and a few 
years later was defeated by the Mongols under Chingiz (Genghis) Khan after 
the battle of the River Irtysh in 1209AD. As for the famine, it was probably the 
consequence of the prolonged hostilities between Küchlük and the 
Khwarezmshah Muhammad b. Takish in the Fergana valley, described in 
contemporary written sources and analyzed in detail by V. Barthold in his 
“Turkestan down to the Mongol Invasion”
17
. 
THE MONGOL CONQUEST 
The 13th century has gone down in history as one of the most dramatic 
periods in world civilization. The hordes of Chingiz Khan not only brought 
incalculable calamities and destruction, they modified forever the ethno-
political map of a considerable part of the world; Muslim Asia turned out to be 
one of the greatest victims suffered from these changes. Even the new coins 
issued by the Mongols soon aroused the aversion of their subject peoples 
(obviously due to their inferior quality and reduced standard), so that 
“persuading” and even “threatening” formulae were needed to make them 
use it. The case in point is a series of anonymous issues with Persian legends: 
1) temp. Chingiz Khan, Samarqand 622/1225 –  
[OmA] ÆAËi jÈq /ÅÍA ËA ÓYAÌÃË /fÄ³jÀnI 
ba-Samarqand wa nawāḥī-ye ū īn šahr-rawān [ast] 
                                                                
 
16
 V.N. NASTIČ, “Zagadočnïy «golodnïy» Uzgendskiy dirxem 610 g.x. (An Enigmatic 
«Starvation» Dirham of Uzgand from 610AH)”, in Šestaia Vserossiskaia numizmatičeskaia 
konferenciia, St.Petersburg 1998, p. 59-60; Idem, <www.charm.ru/coins/misc/uzgend.shtml>. 
Image source: author’s private collection (9.23 g, 41.5 mm). 
17
 V.V. BARTOL’D, “Turkestan v epoxu mongol'skogo našestviia [Turkestan down to the 
Mongol Invasion]”, in Sočineniia, I, Moscow 1963, p. 428–433. 




‘In Samarqand and its suburbs this is a current urban [coin]’
18
; 
2) temp. Ögedey Qa’an, Samarqand 630/1227–28 –  
eÌI iB· / ÊBÄ· / ejÎ¸Ã / É· jÇ jÈq / ÆE ÓYAÌÃË /fÄ³jÀnI 
ba-Samarqand wa nawāḥī-ye ān šahr har ki nagīrad gunāhkār būd (or buwad) 
‘In Samarqand and the vicinity of that city, everyone who does not accept 
[this coin] shall be a criminal’ (fig. 5)
19
. 
Incidentally, about three decades later, almost the same menacing formula 
on the coins of Samarqand was repeated in Turkic
20
. It might seem strange, 
but “threatening” inscriptions similar to the above ones were placed even on 
the coins struck in relatively normal silver and gold
21
, which definitely 
reflects the depth of popular aversion from the invaders’ coinage. However, 
irrespective of their “market value”, all these instances clearly point to the 
real dialects spoken by the local inhabitants, to whom those menacing 
phrases were addressed. 
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 E.A. DAVIDOVIČ, Denežnoe xoziaystvo Sredney Azii posle mongol'skogo zavoevaniia i reforma 
Mas‛ud-beka (XIII v.) [The Monetary Economy of Middle Asia after the Mongol Conquest and the 
Reform of Mas‛ud Bek (13th Century)], Moscow 1972, p. 14–15. See also: <www.zeno.ru>, 
no. 45959. 
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 V.G. TIZENGAUZEN, “Numizmatičeskie novinki [Numismatic Novelties]”, in Zapiski 
Vostočnago Otdeleniia Imp. Russkago Arxeologičeskago Obščestva, VI, St.Petersburg 1892, p. 252–253; 
V.V. BARTOL’D, “O nekotoryx samarkandskix dirxemax [On Some Dirhams of Samarkand]”, ibid., 
XII, St.Petersburg 1900, p. XXVII–XXVIII [Idem, Sočineniia, IV, Moscow 1966, p. 346–347]; E.A. 
DAVIDOVIČ, op. cit., pp. 17–18, 43–46, 132–133. Image source: <www.zeno.ru>, no. 22896; see also 
nos. 4612, 22897 and the neighbouring postings. 
20
 V.V. BARTOL'D, “Neizdannïy samarkandskiy dirxem [An Unedited Samarkand Dir-
ham]”, in Zapiski Vostočnago Otdeleniia Imp. Russkago Arxeologičeskago Obščestva, XII, 
St.Petersburg 1900, p. 01–04, XXVIII; XIV, 1902, p. 034–036 [IDEM, Sočineniia, IV, Moscow 1966, 
p. 343–345]; Z.A. Al'xamova, “Klad mednïx poserebrennïx samarkandskix dirxemov 663 g.x. [A 
Hoard of Silver-washed Copper Samarkand Dirhams of 663AH]”, in Trudï Sredneaziatskogo 
Gosudarstvennogo Universiteta, XI, Tashkent 1950, p. 69–74; E.A. Davidovič, op. cit., pp. 19, 40–41, 
45; <www.zeno.ru/showgallery.php?cat=2992> . 
21
 E.A. DAVIDOVIČ, op. cit., p. 43–45. See also: <www.zeno.ru>, nos. 10761 and 46513. 
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A no less amusing instance is represented by the gold and copper coinage 
of al-Mawṣil (modern Mosul, Iraq) with a Persian legend dedicated to Möngke 
Qa’an, struck under Badr al-Din Lu’lu’ and Rukn al-Din Isma‛il, i.e. both before 
and immediately after the Mongol conquest of the region in the middle of the 
13th century (known dates – 652/1254–55, 656/1258 and 657/1259): 
ÉÀ¤§ fÄI ÅÎ¿k ÔËi ÊBqeB‚ Á»B§ fÃËAfa Á¤§A ÆAB³Ì¸Ä¿ 
M.nkū qā’ān-e a‛ẓam xudāwand-e ‛ālam pādšāh-e rūy-e zamīn band-e ‛aẓamah 
‘Möngke Qa’an the greatest, lord of the world, emperor on [the face of] the 
earth, buttress of the eminence’ (fig. 6)
22
. 
This example, usually explained by the weakness of Lu’lu’id maliks that 
forced them to acknowledge intermittently ‘Abbasid caliphs, Seljuq sultans of 
Rum, Ayyubid or Mamluk rulers and finally Möngke Qa’an, seems in our case 
to point at the real addressees of the cited clause, namely the chancellery of 
the Mongol sovereign and his literate retinue responsible for the relations 
with subdued nationals. 
A few more examples are known of the sporadic use of Persian in the 
coinage of Muslim Asia during the early Mongol period. Perhaps the most 
noticeable is a “jital style” issue of an undetermined eastern mint in the name 
of the ‘Abbasid caliph al-Mustansir (623–640/1226–1242): 
Á»B§ /iB·fÍj¯E / PÌ´I 
ba-quwwat-e āfarīd[a]gār-e ‛ālam 
‘by the power of the World-Creator’
23
. 
The subsequent coin issues of the Mongol rulers in Iran, Asia Minor, 
Transcaucasia
24
, the Crimea and the Volga Region were often supplied with 
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 The most recent reference: E. J. WHELAN, The Public Figure: Political Iconography in 
Medieval Mesopotamia, London 2006, pp. 240–241, 249–251 and Fig. 197. Image source: author’s 
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 ST. ALBUM, A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 2nd ed., Santa Rosa 1998, p. 98, no. 1978K. See 
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 Including three different coin types of the Christian kings of Georgia, Dawith Narin 
and Ulu Dawith. My special thanks to Dr. Judith Kolbas who, along with a thorough stylistic 
inspection of the whole article, has separately drawn my attention to these issues, which I 
nevertheless decide to leave out because in the strict sense they fall beyond the main purpose 




inscriptions composed in different languages: traditional Arabic, non-
standard but recognizable Turkic (both in Uyghur and Arabic lettering), and 
also Persian. Some of the coin legends happen to be mixed, showing both 
Arabic and Persian words arranged according to Persian syntax: these were 
titles like ÆBÈU ÊBqeB‚ pādšāh-e jahān ‘emperor of the world’, ÂÝmA ÊBqeB‚ pādšāh-
e islām ‘emperor of Islam’, numerous titles of the kind šāhanšāh (sulṭān or xān)-
e a‛ẓam, occasional coin weight indications ‒ ¾B´R¿ ÁÎÃ nīm miθqāl ‘half 
mithqal’, benevolent exclamations – eBI šiBJ¿ mubārak bād ‘blessed be […]’, eBI 
ÁÖAe [Ê]eB¨m sa‛ād[ah] dā’im bād ‘may the happiness be permanent’, eBI fÎIA 
ON»Ëe dawlatat abīd bād ‘may your felicity be eternal’, other sentences like 
fÃBÀÃË eih¸ÎÀ<…> …mīguzarad-o namānad ‘… goes by and stays not’ (the 
beginning of the sentence is lost), ÏNmر و /ÏNmAر rāstī wa rustī ‘verity and 
power’
25
. It seems rather symbolic that the standard denominations of Jochid 
currency often placed on the coins ‒ copper ¾Ì‚ pūl (more seldom ½‚ pul) and 
silver ¹ÃAe dāng (or Ó¸ÃAe dāngī) ‒ were borrowed from Persian and, in turn, 
adopted by the Russian monetary system (resp. пуло pulo and денга denga); 
moreover, since then up to now, the plural form of the latter term, деньги 
den’gi, is used in Russian as a general appellation for ‘money’. 
As time passed, the conquerors themselves gradually began to become 
assimilated to the indigenous culture. The descendants of wild pagans who 
invaded the region became fervent Muslims, went to live in cities and 
absorbed the languages and customs of the local population. Figures, such as 
¹I kËiÌÃ Nawrūz Bek from the offspring of Jochi Khan, fÄÀrÃAe Dānišmand 
                                                                                                                                                                   
 
 
of the paper, namely the examination of the Is la m ic coinage. However, they all are well 
known and have been published more than once, both in Russian and English; see e.g.: E.A. 
PAXOMOV, Monetï Gruzii [The Coins of Georgia], Tbilisi 1970, p. 125–133 and tab. XI, nos. 69–79. 
Unfortunately, coin photos in this book are of so bad printing quality that the legends and 
other elements of coin design are hardly discernible. 
25
 These and some other examples were reviewed in E.Y. GONCHAROV’s paper “Kitayskiy 
sled v džučidskoy numizmatike [A Chinese Vestige in Jochid Numismatics]” delivered to the 
7th International Numismatic Conference “Mongol Coinage and Monetary Circulation in the 
13–15th centuries” (Bakhchisaray, Crimea, September 2008; to be published). The reading and 
translation of these clauses for Goncharov’s coming article belong to me. 
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(ÊBq fÄÀqAe Dāšmand Šāh on the coins) in the Ulus of Chaghatay (fig. 7)
26
, 
fÀZ¿ ÊfÄIAfa Xudābandah Muḥammad and ÆAËjÎqÌÃA Anūšīrwān the Hulaguids, 
were all assimilated to a greater or lesser degree. All Mongol khans of the 
14th century, whose names were of Persian origin, struck them on their coins. 
At around the same time, the Mongol title ieBÈI bahādur (‘brave, hero; 
knight’), fast and firmly “naturalized” in Persian, became common on coins 
and in other official citations of the rulers of Iran and Central Asia. Some of 
their Golden Horde residences, also known as minting centres, were named 
partly or entirely in Persian: ÔAjm Sarāy and [Ê]fÍfV»A ÔAjm Sarāy al-Jadīd[ah], 
ÆBNn¼· Gülistān or ÔAjn¼» ÆBNn¼· Gülistān li’l-Sarāy, iAkBI Ëei [Ë]A Ordū Bāzār, 
jÈq Ó¸ÄÍ Yangī Šahr, later also ÔAjm É‡«BI Bāġčeh Sarāy.  
In this connection, I cannot keep from mentioning of a highly peculiar set 
of Ilkhanid bronze coins struck at Sultaniya in 713/1313-14, one of which is 
generally considered as a commemorative medal or token celebrating the 
new capital of the state. Unlike most of other coins of Uljaytu, these two 
original types are anonymous and, save for the dating formulae traditionally 
given in Arabic, bear Persian legends: 
1) with an octogram-shaped center hole – ÉÎÃBñ¼m ºiBJ¿ jÈq pÌ¼¯ 
fulūs-e šahr-e mubārak-e Sulṭāniyah ‘the copper coin[s] of the blessed city of 
Sultaniya’;  




2) with a moon-like disk on both sides ‒ ÉÎÃBñ¼m jÈq Ó»f§ ‛adlī-ye šahr-e 
Sulṭāniyah ‘the true [coin] of the city of Sultaniya’; Rev. 713 
ÒÄm Lj´§ ¾Bm ©»B ṭāli‛-e sāl ‛aqrab ‘the ascending [fortunate constellation] of 
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 V.N. NASTICH, “The Name and Titles of Chaghatayid Dāshmand Shāh (747–749 AH) as 
Shown on His Coins”: see <www.zeno.ru/showgallery.php?cat=1139>. Image source: 
<www.zeno.ru>, no. 58242. 
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 First published as an uncertain amulet by CH. M. FRAEHN, Nova supplementa ad 
Recensionem numorum muhammedanorum Academiae Imp. Scientarum Petropolitanae, Petropoli 
1855, Appendix II, p. 398, no. 40; a research article on the type: M.B. Severova, “Dva vida redkix 
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the year [is] Scorpio’ and year 713 in figures (fig. 9)
28
. Coins of this type are 
normally met with a short, as yet undeciphered Uyghur countermark  
which M.B. Severova, however, has mistaken for the image of a scorpion; 
according to my version, this countermark could be transcribed as ’wp and 
thus also read in Persian – xūb ‘good, fine; legal’ (for Arabic-written versions 
see below). 
Golden Horde coins in the 14th century went on sometimes being 
furnished with Persian expressions like ÆÌÍBÀÇ OÀ˜Y ḥikmat-e humāyūn ‘the 
supreme command’, eBI (or jÎbI) jÎa OJ³B§ ‛āqibat [ba-]xayr bād ‘may the 
future life be prosperous’. The last one later became very popular in Central 
Asia, particularly in the Timurid copper coinage of the 15th century but 
especially in that of Bukhara, Tashkand and Khoqand in the late 18th – first 
half of the 19th century (fig. 10)
29
. 
POST-MONGOL IRAN AND CENTRAL ASIA 
Under the Timurid rulers (some of whom also bore Persian names like jÎ¸ÃBÈU 
Jahāngīr, ÁNmi Rustam, di ÊBq Šāhrux, ÆËfÍj¯ Farīdūn, ÆÌÍBÀÇ Humāyūn, ÆAj¿B· 
Kāmrān), apart from the mint names and proper names of Iranian origin 
initially placed on host coins, many countermarks exist, a great deal of which 
also contain Persian words and phrases – eÌI ÉI beh būd or LÌa xūb, town 
epithets – ej¿jÎq šīrmard ‘lion-man’, fractional and multiple monetary units – 
Ó¸ÃAe dāngī, ™ÃAfÀÎÃË ¾B´RÀ˜Í yak miθqāl-o nīmdāng ‘one mithqal and half 
dang’, É˜ÄM Ém se tangah ‘three tangas’, É¸ÄM iBÈ† čahār tangah ‘four tangas’, iBÄÍe 
Ëe dū dīnār ‘two dinars’. 
An evergrowing evidence of using Persian in the coinage of countries with 
predominant non-Iranian (particularly Turkic-speaking) population may also 
point to the presence of a considerable percentage of inhabitants using 
Persian as an instrument of active inter-ethnic communication
30
. 
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 M.B. SEVEROVA, op. cit., p. 67–68 and plate, nos. 5–8. Image source: <www.zeno.ru>, no. 
20621. See also <www.zeno.ru/showgallery.php?cat=3982>, nos. 60015 and 60153. 
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 Image source: author’s private collection (4.12 g, 15×18 mm). 
30
 It is common knowledge that even Marco Polo used Persian as a normal means of 
communication during his long stay in China; ; see e.g.: PELLIOT P., Les plus anciens monuments de 
l'écriture arabe en Chine, in Journal Asiatique, 11me série, Paris 1913, t. 2, juillet–août, p. 185. 
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The middle of the 15th century can be considered the turning point in the 
struggle of Persian for leadership in coin design. The earliest specimens 
adorned with a full-length Persian verse composed specially for placing on 
the money, were heavy copper dams of an Indian sultan of Gujarat, Ghiyath 
al-Din Muhammad Karim Shah (1443–1451)
 31
. The couplet reads as follows: 
eBI ÊB¿Ë jÈ¿ xj³ ÆËej· Ljz»A iAfI BM 
eBI ÊBq fÀZ¿ ÅÍf»A TBÎ« ÆBñ¼m ÷˜m 
tā ba-dār al-ẓarb gardūn-e qarṣ-e mihr-o māh bād, 
sikkah-e sulṭān Ġiyāθ al-Dīn Muḥammad šāh bād 
‘As long as the rotation of the orb[s] of sun and moon in the mint will last, 
The coinage of Sultan Ghiyath al-Din Muhammad Shah will last’. 
However, the true renaissance of Iranian statehood and culture 
commenced with the accession of the Safavid dynasty in the early 16th 
century. It was under the Safavid shahs that the national gold and silver 
currency acquired a verse on the reverse as a standard feature of the coinage. 
In fact, the first rhymed quatrain occurred on the coins of the founder of the 
dynasty, Isma‛il I (1501–1524), but this was composed in Arabic. The ruler who 
replaced the Muslim symbol of faith with a Persian distich on the obverse of 
his coins was Isma‛il II (1576–1578), whose brief reign was notable for extreme 
cruelty and intolerance towards the followers of other confessions: 
OmA ÂB¿A jŒ Lj¬ÀI BM ¶jr¿k 
OmA ÂBÀM AiB¿ ËA ¾EË Ó¼§ 
ze mašriq tā ba-maġrib gar imām ast, 
‛Alī wa āl-e ū mārā tamām ast 
‘If there is a leader from East to West, 
‛Ali and his kin for us is best’ (fig. 11)
32
. 
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 Image source: <www.zeno.ru>, no. 17518. See also no. 2659. 




A tradition narrated by Iskandar Munshi states that the substitution of a 
verse for the shahādah was done intentionally, so that the hands of “Jews, 
Armenians, Magi (Zoroastrians. – V.N.) and other infidel [traders]” would not 
touch the holy name of Allah which formed the main part of Muslim creed 
formula
33
. Later, under ‛Abbas II (1642–1666), the kalimah was restored on the 
coin flans, but the couplet legends survived and soon became traditional. 
Since then, most of the later Safavid rulers of Iran, as well as their successors 
– Hotaki Afghans, Afsharids, Zands and early Qajars (up to the end of the 18th 
century) kept on placing on their silver rials and gold tomans more or less 
standard Persian verses composed on the occasion of every new shah’s 
investiture and respectively new coin issue. Most of the shahs retained a 
single couplet throughout their coinage, but sometimes the wording could 
change, so that up to five different versions might occur in the coinage of the 
same ruler. The introduction of a new verse could be prompted by a change of 
regnal status (gaining a victory in an important battle, returning to the 
throne after an interregnum, obtaining a more elevated rank title), but in a 
number of such cases the reason for the change of verse cannot be traced. 
Meanwhile, it is commonly known that none of the above sovereigns were 
Iranians by birth: the Safavids were Turkic-speaking Kurds who claimed Arab 
parentage and traced their descent from the seventh imam Musa al-Kazim; 
Nadir Shah was a Turkmen from the Khorasanian tribe of Afshar, Muhammad 
Karim Zand was of Luristani origin, while the Qajar khans were Turkmens of 
the Döger tribe. 
The practice of using Persian verses in the coinage of Iran and adjacent 
countries proved so attractive that it was soon adopted by the Afghan shahs – 
Durrani, Barakzai and others, and the Muslim rulers of India, for whom (as for 
the majority of their subjects) Persian was not even a native tongue. 
Nevertheless, the coinage of the Great Mughals alone, from Akbar I (middle of 
the 16th century) to Shah ‛Alam and Akbar II inclusive (early 19th century), 
according to my calculations of Manik Jain’s selection
34
, numbers about 100 
different Persian couplets and at least five quatrains – convincing evidence of 
the specific role of Persian as the language of high culture extending far 
outside its historical bounds. 
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 R.S. POOLE, op. cit., p. LXXVI–LXXVIII, especially a footnote on p. LXXVII (the cited 
passage from Ta’rīx-e ‛Ālam-Ārā-ye ‛Abbāsī by Iskandar Munshi). 
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The examples of numismatic use of Persian couplets on the coins of later 
Iran, Afghanistan and India, fairly well reflected in a number of articles and 
monographs
35
, eventually comprise the subject for separate profound 
research and as such would fall beyond the scope of this article. However, to 
complete the topic, let me provide an overview of some less familiar facts. 
LATER CENTRAL ASIA 
A detailed inspection of coin types used in the later Central Asiatic states, viz. 
the Emirate of Bukhara (Manghit dynasty, 1753–1920), the Hakimate of 
Tashkand (1784–1808), and the Khanates of Khoqand (Ming dynasty, 1770–
1876) and Khiva (Inaq dynasty, fl. 1791–1920), prompts an unexpected 
conclusion, which in addition seems to be unrecorded as yet. Leaving aside 
the philological details, I can state that virtually all legends on those coins, 
traditionally executed in Arabic script, can be considered Persian (or rather 
Tajik in our specific case). Although many of them contain separate words or 
phrases borrowed from the Arabic lexicon, they all conform to the rules of 
Persian syntax, sometimes even despite the presence of the Arabic article »A 
al- (for instance, ÉÄñ¼n»A iAe dār al-salṭanah), but definitely when the article is 
absent in cases where a normative Arabic clause would demand it (e.g. 
AiBbILjy  ẓarb [-e] Buxārā or ±Îñ» fÄ³Ìa Xūqand [-e] laṭīf). To the above we 
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 CH. M. FRAEHN, Recensio numorum muhammedanorum Academiae Imp. Scientarum Petropo-
litanae, Petropoli MDCCCXXVI [1826], p. 459–492; R.S. POOLE, op.cit., p. LXXVI–LXXXIX; 
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Teheran 1379 [1990], p. 244 sq.; MANIK JAIN, op.cit., passim; ST. ALBUM, Iran after the Mongol Invasion 
(Sylloge of Islamic Coins in the Ashmolean, 9), Oxford 2001, p. XXIX–XXXI; and some others. 




can add a number of examples displaying full conformity to the Persian 
orthography, like ±Íjq ÔAiBbI Buxārāye šarīf ‘Bukhara the Noble’ 
orfÄ¸qBM ‘jaB¯ fāxirah-e Tāškand ‘the Glorious Tashkand’, and what is more, 
containing words from the Persian vocabulary – ÔkËiÌÃ  nawrūzī ‘[to the] New 
Year’, ÌÃ É¸m sikkah-e naw or ÌÃ pÌ¼¯ fulūs-e naw ‘new coin’, Ó»B§ Á˜Y ḥukm-e 
‛ālī or Ó»B§ ÆB¿j¯farmān-e ‛ālī ‘sublime command’ (on the copper puls of 
Khoqand), or else the same ancient benediction eBI jÎa OJ³B§‛āqibat xayr bād 
(on the coins of all Central Asian states under review). 
A decisive argument in favour of the language attribution of later Central 
Asian coins as Tajik is the regular use of rhymed couplets in their legends. 
The Persian verse tradition has clearly echoed in the coinage of the Khoqand 
khanate, the rulers of which were of the Ming tribe ascending lineally to 
Chingiz Khan, while the considerable part of the populace consisted of 
Turkic-speaking Uzbeks, Kazakhs, Kyrghyzs and Uyghurs. 
KHOQAND 
Four different couplets are encountered on the coins of Khoqand, all dating 
from the first half of the 19th century: 
1) Muhammad ‛Alim Khan (1800–09), base silver dirham struck without 
the mint name in 1216/1801–02: 
ÆBa ÉMÌIiBÃ Á»B§ fÀZ¿ Ljy 
ÆBÈU ie Ó³BI eBI OJ³B§ 
ẓarb-e Muḥammad ‛Ālim-e Nārbūta xān; 
‛āqibat bād bāqī dar jahān 
‘The coinage of Muhammad ‛Alim [son of] Narbuta Khan; 
May the future life be eternal in [this] world’
36
. 
2) Muhammad ‛Ali Khan (1822–1842), silver tanga, Khoqand (in verse), 
1239/1823–24: 
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 Two specimens from the State Hermitage collection, St.Petersburg (inv. nos. 32961/0 
and 32962/00) with retrograde date which S. IŠANXANOV (Katalog monet Kokanda XVIII–XIX vv. [A 
Catalogue of the Coins of Khoqand, 18–19th Centuries], Tashkent 1976, pp. 7, 33, no. 10) 
erroneously read as 1221. See also: <www.zeno.ru>, no. 51134. 
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jÀ§ fÎm ÆBa Ó¼§ fÀZ¿ 
ikË ÁÎmjI ek É¸m fÄ³ÌbI 
Muḥammad ‛Ali xān-e sayyid ‛Umar 
ba-Xūqand zad sikkah bar sīm-o zar 
‘Muhammad ‛Ali Khan [son of] Sayyid ‛Umar 
struck the coin at Khoqand in silver and gold’
37
. 
3) The same ruler, gold tila, Farghana (in verse), 1247/1831–32: 
jÀ§ ÅI ÔkB« Ó¼§ fÀZ¿ 
ikË ÁÎmjI ek É¸m ÉÃB«j°I 
Muḥammad ‛Alī ġāzī bin ‛Umar 
ba-Farġānah sikkah zad bar sīm-o zar. 
‘Muhammad ‛Ali the victorious, son of ‛Umar 
struck [this] coin at Farghana in silver and gold’
38
. 
4) Same ruler, silver tanga without mint name and date of issue: 
j°£ KYBu ÆBa Ó¼§ fÀZ¿ 
ikË ÁÎmjI ek É¸m [Ë] ej· Al« 
Muḥammad ‛Alī xān ṣāḥib-e ẓafar 
ġazā kard[-o] sikkah zad bar sīm-o zar 
‘Muhammad ‛Ali Khan, holder of the victory, 
fought [for the faith and] struck the coin in silver and gold’
39
. 
The two latter couplets are likely to testify and perpetuate the khan’s 
success in a certain campaign. Nevertheless, if the date 1247 on the gold tila 
corresponds indeed to the siege and subsequent seizure of Kashgar known for 
that year from local narrative sources, the silver tanga of the last mentioned 
type is undated and thus cannot be bound up with any event, unless a hint at 
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the possible reason behind the appearance of such coins is hidden in the 
expressionej· Al« ‘fought [for the faith]’, otherwise understood as ‘made a 
raid upon the infidels’. 
KHIVA 
The coins of the Khiva Khanate, where both the Inaq (or Inaqid) ruling 
dynasty and the basic population were Turks by origin and language (Uzbeks, 
Qaraqalpaqs, Kazakhs, Turkmens), were also furnished with Persian 
inscriptions. In this respect, highly interesting are rare silver tangas of Allah 
Quli Khan (1825–1842) struck at Marw (Merv) in 1256/1840–41: the obverse of 
these coins contains the khan’s name and title Ó¼³É¼»AÔkB«ÊBqÂkiAÌa 
x
w
ārezm-šāh-e ġāzī (‘victorious’) Allāh Quli, while the reverse shows the mint 
name with a fancy epithet ÆBÈUÊBqËj¿Ljy ẓarb-e Marw-e Šāh-e Jahān ‘the 
coinage of Marw, [Abode] of the Shah of the World’. Both legends are 
composed in conformity to the Persian grammar and contain the Persian-
borrowed terms. 
There are three known examples of verses in the coin legends of Khiva: 
1) Muhammad Rahim Khan (1806–1825), gold tila struck without the 
mint name in 1236/1820–21: 
ÁÎYifÀZ¿ÅÎÝmiAejm 
ÁÍj—±ñ»kikjIÉ˜mÊek 
sardār-e salāṭīn Muḥammad Raḥīm 
zadah sikkah bar zar ze luṭf-e karīm 
‘The leader of sovereigns, Muhammad Rahim 
Has struck [this] coin in gold by favour of the Generous’
40
. 
2) Qutlugh Muhammad Murad Khan (Shāh Qūtlūqmurād on the coins, 
1855–56), gold ½ tila struck without the mint name in 1272/1855–56: 
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ba-zar sikkah zad šāh Qūtlūqmurād 
ze luṭf-e xudā-ye karīm[-o] jawād 
‘Shah Qutluqmurad struck the coin in gold 
By favour of the Gracious [and] Generous God’ (fig. 12)
41
. 
3) Sayyid Muhammad Khan (1856–1864), gold tila struck without the 
mint name in 1280/1863–64: 
ÆBa fÀZ¿ fÎm ik jI É¸m 
ÆBZJm srbI ²Bñ»Ak ek 
sikkah bar zar Sayyid Muḥammad xān 
zad ze alṭāf-e baxšeš-e subḥān 
‘The coin in gold Sayyid Muhammad Khan 
Struck by favour of the Almighty’s donation’
42
. 
Apart from these, two separate (most likely reverse) dies exist with the 
following hemistich, also in Persian: 
ÅÎ¿j·ÜA Âj—A sÍBrbIk 
ze baxšāyeš-e akram-e akramīn 
‘<…> by the charity [from] the Most Generous of the generous’
43
. 
Neither twin dies to these two have been preserved, nor are coins struck 
with them known so far. Still a conjecture may be inferred on the base of this 
fact that the presumed die set in question could be intended for minting gold 
tilas of Muhammad Amin (1845–1855), as the cited hemistich makes a fair 
rhyme with his name alone (amīn – akramīn). 
Unlike the inscriptions on Khiva gold tilas, stressing their fabrication by 
divine mercy, the Khoqand coins bear no mention of God, their rhymed 
legends being definitely more secular. The earliest Persian (Tajik) distich on 
the money of Khoqand is dated back to 1221/1806–07, whereas in Khiva the 
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couplets appear on the coins as late as 1236/1820–21. However, as Dr. Boris D. 
Kochnev has stated, ‘this does not necessarily mean that Khiva just followed 
the example of Khoqand; possibly, its earlier pieces with verses have simply 
not yet been identified’
44
. On the other hand, it seems transparent that both 
Khoqand and a while later Khiva had just taken up the tradition, born and 
reared in Safavid Iran but eventually extinct by the time of the Qajar dynasty, 
following the patterns produced in abundance by their contemporaries – the 
Durrani shahs in Afghanistan and the Great Mughals in India. 
With this background, the complete absence of couplets on the coins of 
the Manghit amirs of Bukhara, an incontestable stronghold of Tajik literary 
culture in Central Asia of the period, may well give rise to astonishment. 
Nevertheless, here also, virtually all coin legends, irrespective of their lexical 
composition, can be considered Persian from the grammatical point of view. 
In other words, I see no objection to the conclusion that despite the fact 
that both the rulers and the bulk of subordinate populations of Central Asia 
spoke Turkic languages, the legends on the coins struck in this region before 
the 1920-s were Persian (or rather Tajik), just written in Arabic script. 
CONCLUSION 
The typological uniformity of Islamic coins of the first several centuries of the 
Hijra, irrespective of their place of issue, definitely points to the existence of 
centralized and rather rigid prescriptions regarding the outer appearance of 
the coins, viz. standard elements, such as the Arabic language and Kufic 
writing, the presence of the kalimah (Muslim creed formula) and Koranic 
quotations, perhaps to some degree even the placement and balance between 
constant (canonical) and variable parts (specific names, dates, other optional 
elements) of the coin legends. Still in many cases, the ethno-linguistic 
situation had an impact on their shape and content. In particular, the 
emergence of a local lexicon (proper names, toponyms) on the coins issued in 
the areas with an Iranian-speaking population seems to have been inevitable. 
Later, as soon as the conditions for the manifestation of “national features” 
became more favourable in the social and political sphere, the coinage 
reflected these changes started in the Mongol period. Such was the case in 
Safavid Iran, where the “secular” part of the coin formulary intended for use 
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as a routine means of money circulation, rather than a political or clerical 
proclamation, quickly became Persian and remained so for a long time. 
The emergence of Persian inscriptions on the coins issued in regions 
where neither Arabic nor Persian were spoken (Turkestan, Asia Minor, 
Transcaucasia, the Crimea and the Volga region, as well as most of India), is 
surely a reflection of the persistence of the all-pervading influence of high 
literary culture. Persian was the undisputable leader in belles-lettres and 
poetry; it was used in the palaces of the Ottoman sultans and the khans of the 
Crimea, the Great Mughals of India, and the later rulers of Bukhara and Khiva. 
In my opinion, we even may legitimately speak of a certain vogue for Persian, 
somewhat like the case of French in pre-modern Europe and Russia. If Arabic 
remained the language of Islamic ideology, Persian soon became the primary 
vehicle of cultural intercourse throughout Muslim Asia. Finally, as the 
coinage was steadily losing its religious significance in the Islamic world, or 
rather as this significance was becoming more formal, the coin legends once 
and for all transformed from the important carrier of ideology into a simple 
and comprehensible means of information for those who used them with the 
direct purpose as an instrument of payment and enrichment. Therefore it is 
quite logical that the language of coin inscriptions should be best 
approximate that of the real consumers of any given coinage. In our case, the 
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